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FiNAL R~EPOR T

1. This research projec t was concerned with a theoretical inves~i - ~:~~ion

of the generation of electromagnetic radiation in polarizable or conduct ir i~j  in~~i~a
by relativistic charged particles. Results are contained in six papers l i s f ~-d ~~~~

-
~~
-

low .
I. Generation of Coherent X- Rays by a Relativi stic Charged

Par ticle Traveling Through a Crystal
II. Generation of Coherent Radiation in a Resonant Medium by

a Relativistic Charged Particle
Ill. Cerenkov Radiation at the Resonance Frequency of an Arnpli-

fying Medium
IV. Generation of Cerenkov Radiation at the Cyclotron Frequency

of a Conducting Medium
V. Set of Elec tric Dipoles Under the Influence of an External

Field
VI. Equivalenc e of the Ewald-Oseen Extinction Theorem as a

Non-Local Boundary Value Problem with Maxwell’s Equa-
tions and Boundary Conditions

2. The common subjec t of papers I to IV is the excitation of dipole
moments by the elec tric field of a single relativistic charged particle , and ~ie

radiation emitted by the dipoles. Specifically , I is concerned with the radiation
of dipoles in a regular crystal lattice , while III describes the effec t of an ini t ia l
population inversion in an irregular medium. Radiation due to circular motion
of carriers in the presence of a uniform magnetic field following excitation by a
single relativistic charged particle Is examined In IV. In the course of the work
the need was recognized for a re-Investigation of the response of a syste m of
dipoles to an external electric field , and an alternate proof of the Ewald-Oseen
extinction theorem. This is the subject of papers V and Vl.

3. Abstrac ts of the papers I t o  VI by D. Dialetis are attached to th is
report. The required number of reprints of all publications will be sub :ni~~~d
to the Army Research Office.
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4. A contributed paper entitled ‘Cerenkov and Transition Radiation at
the Resonance Frequency of an Amplifying Medium ’1 was presented at tne Al
meeting In November 1976 at Virginia Beac h , Virginia.

5. H. Robl presented seminar lectures at the Physics Departments of
of Columbia University and M. I. T., and an invited paper at the Physics of

~ .iantum Elec tronics Conference at Telluride , Co. , in August 1977. The sub-
ject of these presentations was coherent resonance radiation from thin  foils ,
and the predic tion of radiation intensities due to nigh current beams in which the
location of individual particles is random.
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ABSTRACT I.

The radiation due to the coherent exc itation of the elec tric dipole
moments of the atoms in a crystal has been studied. These dipole mo ments
are induced by the electric field of a relativistic charged particle traveling
through the crystal . In this context , coherent exc i tation refers to the corre-
lation of the phases of the dipole moments which are induced by a single
relativistic charged particle . The phases of dipçle momen ts which are
Induced by different charged par ticles are , of course , uncorrelated. The
electric field of the Incident relativistic cnarged particle is analyzed into
its frequenc y spectrum and the effec t of eacn frequency component on the
crystal is determined. Expressions for the fields , far aw ay from the crystal ,

and the radiated energy are derived for transitions between bound state s , for
transitions from a bound state into the continuum and for the case where the
frequency compone nts are muc h larger than the ionization potentials of the
atoms divided by Planck’s constant. It is shown that the generated coherent
radiation is emitted in the Bragg directions. Moreover , the polar and az i-
mutnal angular spreads , as well as the frequenc y width , divided by the
frequency of radiation , are—of the order l/y,  where ~y (1 - ~2)-1/2 ç~ = vie ,

v is the velocity of the inc ident charged particle and c is the velocity of l ight .
A compar ison is made with x-ray diffrac tion and it is shown that, for a
small crystal , the radiated energy per incident caarged particle is less than
the radiated energy per incident photon by a fac tor approximately equal to
Q2/hc , where Q is the charged of the particle and t~ is Planck’s constan t
divided by 2 rr. 

— --~---~~~------  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- - - - j



ABSTRACT II.

The radiation due to the coherent exc i tatj~on of the electric dipole
moments of the atoms which are embedded In a host medium with real di-
electric constant e has been studied. These dipole moments are induced by
the elec tric field of a relativistic charged particle moving through the resonant
medium. In this context , coherent excitation refers to the correlation of the
phases of the dipole moments which are induced by a single relativistic
charged par ticle . The phases of dipole momen ts which are Induced by
different charged particles are , of course , uncorrelated. The electric field
of the incident relativis tic charged par ticle is analyzed into its frequency
spectrum and the effec t of each frequency component on the embedded atoms
is de termined. Expressions for the fields , far away from the resonant
medium , and the radiated energy are derived for transitions between bound

states. Two cases are considered. In the first case , it is assumed that

= (1 - E ~2) _ h h/2 
Is real , where ~ = v/c , v is the velocity of the incident

charged particle and c is the velocity of light. It is shown that if t > >  1,
tne radiation is emitted in the direction of motion of the Inc ident charged .
particle . In the second case , it is assumed that ~ is imaginary. Since the

~ erenkov condition is satisfied , i. e .,  ~~ ~f~c .> 1, there is a pr imary t5erenkov

radiation in the host medium whic h exc i tes coherently the embedded atoms
at their resonance frequency. In spite of the fact that both the primary and

V
stimulated radiations are emitte d in the direc tion of the Cererikov cone , it is
shown that it is possible to detec t the presence of the latter because of the
finite lifetime of the embedded atoms. Therefore , the possibility arises for
the manifestation of their coherent excitation by relativistic charged par ticles.
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ABSTRACT III .

The propagation of ~ erenkov radiation throug h a medium in which
the population of two energy levels Is inverted has been studied. The
population inversion is represented by an imaginary part of the index of
refraction of the medium at the resonance frequency. The resonant atoms
are embedded in a host medium which has the shape of a slab of finite
width L and dielec tr ic constan t E h . The slab is covered by a mirror on
each of its surfaces and the medium outside the slab and the mirrors has
dielec tric constant 

~~ 
= 1 for vacuum) . While each individual charged

particle can stimulate coherent emission by different resonant atoms , ~iie
phase of radiation which is due to d ifferent particles is uncorrelated. It
is shown , however , that radiation of high intensity in the direc tion of tue

~ ererikov cone can be produced by high-current particle beams . Exac t
expressions, in integral form , are obtained for the electromagnetic field
everywhere in space. Using the method of stationary phase , approximate
expressions are derived for the Cererikov fields as well as the rad iated
energy in the forward and backward direc tion , far away from the slab . 

-:- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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ABSTRACT IV.

The excitation of coherent cyclotron radiation by a relativistic

charged particle moving through a conductin g medium has been studied .

The medium consists of free electrons embedded in a host medium

which has the shape of a slab of finite width L and dielectric constan t E h
(for example , the medium could be eithe r a semiconductor or a ~iasma) .

It Is well known that such a medium in the presence of a uniform magnetic

field , which , for simplicity , is taken normaa to the sides of the s1~ h , beh es

like an anisotropic uniaxial crystal . From Maxwell’s equations and i~oi ndar :-’
conditions , exact expressions , in integral form , are obt ained f r r  the the

electromagnetic field everywhere in space . It is shown that there are two
components associated with the electromagnetic field inside the slab ,
namely, the crdinary and extraordinary components , as it is expected

from the anisotropy of t~’e medium. It is also shown from the corre-
sponding dispersion relatiors for the ordinary and extraordinary Indices of

refraction that the extraordina ’~y component of the electromagnetic field
corresponds to the propagation . f ~ erenkov radiation inside the slab for
frequency components close to the cyclotron frequency. In contrast , the
ordinary component is absorbed within a few wavelengths from the tra-
jectory of the incident relativistic charged particl e . Using the method of

stationary phase , approximate expressions are derived for the &renkov
fields and radiated energy in the forward arid backward direction , far away
from the slab .
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ABSTRACT V.

The coherent radiation of N electric dipoles under the influence of
a time-dependent external field is studied in the special case of a resonant
transition and under the assumption that the dipoles occupy the sites of a
cubic lattice and they are located within a sphere. The linear theory for a
discrete set of dipoles as well as the linear classical continuum theory are
developed for the above configuration. both theor ies lead to identical
resul ts for the fields and the radiated and absorbed energies in the case of
a dilute sample witn radius much smaller than the radiation wavelength .
Exac t expressions are obtained for the polarization , the fields , and the

radiated and absorbed energies , for a sample of arbitrary radius , in the
linear classical continuum theory. It is assumed that the exter nal field
propagates in a fixed direc tion with a constant phase velocity . In the special
case of a dense sample with radius muc h smaller than the radiation wave-
lengtn , It is shown that a broadening of the original resonant line and a shift
of the resonance fr equency occur. The frequency shift is independent of
position inside the sample.
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ABSTRACT VI .

It has been shown in the past that the Ewald-Oseen extinction
theorem can be generalized into a non-local boundary value problem an~
that the scattering of an electromagnetic wave on a medium of arbitrary
response can be described in terxns of this boundary value problem. The
scattered field inside the medium (the interior scattering problem) is
determined , without any reference to the scattered field outside the
medium , by solving a set of coupled partial differential equations , sub-
ject to certain non-local boundary conditions which are generalizations of
the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem. Once the field on the boundar y of
the medium is known , the exterior field (the exterior scattering problem)
Is evaluated by direct integration. Moreover , a hypothesis was put forwar d
according to which these non-local boundary conditions completely and
uniquely specify the solution of the interior scattering problem . In this
paper , it is shown that this hypothesis is true . The equivalence of the
interior and exterior scattering problems to Maxwell’ a equations and
boundar y conditions is proven. For simplicity, the proof is confined to
non-magnetic media. Tht’s, if Maxwell’s equations and boundary condition s
have a unique solution , the interior scattering problem will also have ~-i

unique solution , namely, that obtained from the former. Some illustrative
examples are presented in the special case of a linear medium .


